
Introduction
  Abstract
 
Current and momentum relaxation can be important processes in many innovative confinement 
devices, including the reversed field pinch, spheromak, and the field reversed configuration. In the 
Madison Symmetric Torus (MST) we observe sudden relaxation of  both the current and 
momentum profile during large current-driven reconnection events (sawtooth crashes). 
Redistribution of  the current profile occurs through correlated products of  magnetic field 
fluctuations with both velocity fluctuations ( MHD dynamo < v × b > ) and current fluctuations 
( Hall dynamo < j × b > ). Dynamo action is also present between sawtooth crashes. Recently, 
profiles of  poloidal ion velocity fluctuations associated with tearing modes were measured between 
reconnection events using Charge Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy. Strong correlations are 
observed for a range of  magnetic modes with poloidal mode number m = 1, and the relative 
phase implies a contribution to the total MHD dynamo away from the magnetic axis. The Hall 
dynamo mechanism, measured with laser Faraday rotation in the core and probes in the edge, is 
observed to be large during reconnection events but spatially localized to tearing mode resonant 
surfaces. Momentum transport in MST also results from the product of  the fluctuating current 
and magnetic field ( Maxwell stress < j × b > ). It appears that Maxwell stresses in the core and 
edge of  the plasma are larger than the rate of  momentum change during reconnection events, 
suggesting the Reynolds stress ( < ρ ( v ⋅∇) v > ) might be significant.
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   Motivation

❉ Relaxation is the spontaneous evolution to a lower energy state (kinetic or   
   magnetic) through instabilities

❉ Global relaxation is observed in many laboratory plasma devices including the  
  Reversed Field Pinch (RFP)

❉ In the Madison Symmetric Torus (MST) current and flow relaxation  occur   
  during periodic reconnection events
 
❉ Measurements of  correlated fluctuating parameters in MST determine when  
  and where different relaxation mechanisms are important   

 
   Multiple Reconnection Sites in MST

✦ Resonant tearing modes exist inside the plasma where the magnetic mode   
  wavenumber parallel to the mean magnetic field vanishes ( k⋅B = 0 )

   Diagnostics available on MST

  

✦ Combination of  diagnostics employed to measure edge and core plasma   
  parameters

~ ~

         Relaxation Observations in MST

    Current Profile

✦  Impulsive reconnection events exhibit:
 

    - Increase of  magnetic fluctuations
 

    - Decrease of  stored magnetic energy

✦  Abrupt flattening of  the parallel current profile occurs during 
  periodic reconnection events

   - Occurs through an increase in the edge current density and a 
    decrease in the core 
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Relaxation Theory
 

✦ Parallel current and flow relaxation is predicted by both single-fluid and   
  two-fluid theory via correlated fluctuation products

✦ Two-fluid equations couple parallel current and flow:

 Parallel current: < E >|| + < v × b >|| - < j × b >||/ne = η< J >|| 
 

 Parallel momentum: < ρ ∂v/∂t >|| = - < ρ ( v ⋅∇ ) v >|| +  < j × b >|| + < ν∇2v >||

       Current Profile
✦ J⋅B/B2 profile relaxes to a minimum magnetic energy state (flattens) while 
  global helicity (Km = ∫ A⋅B dV) is conserved by means of:

 ] MHD dynamo  < v × b >||

    - Single-fluid & two-fluid effects
    - Quasi-linear and non-linear theories have been developed

 ] Hall dynamo  < j × b >||  
    - Two-fluid effect 
    - Quasi-linear theory developed, non-linear underway
 

        
✦ Quasi-linear, two-fluid analytic calculation predicts the Hall dynamo is    
  localized to the resonant surface 
 

         Flow Profile 
     

✦ nv⋅B/B2 profile relaxes in addition to magnetic energy while conserving a   
  generalized helicity for each species (Ks = ∫ As⋅Bs dV) where 
  As = A + (ms/qs)vs and Bs = ∇× As

 ] Maxwell stress  < j × b >|| 
   - Single-fluid & two-fluid effects 
   - Single-fluid, quasi-linear and non-linear theories have been developed
  
 ] Reynolds stress  < ρ ( v ⋅∇ ) v >|| 
   - Single-fluid & two-fluid effects 
   - Single-fluid, quasi-linear and non-linear theories have been developed

✦ Non-linear, single fluid MHD simulations demonstrate flow relaxation at   
  magnetic fluctuation peaks   
 

✦ Flow profile flattens due to Maxwell and Reynolds stresses  
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      Flow Profile

✦ Increase in both core and edge resonant tearing modes during 
  reconnection events 

✦ Impulsive braking of  plasma core velocity

✦ Parallel velocity from Rutherford scattering, magnetic arrays and probes
  

 VP = Vφ (Bφ/B) + Vθ (Bθ/B)    where Bφ, Bθ from equilibrium reconstruction

✦ Relaxation of  parallel velocity profile also observed during reconnection events

✦ nv|| profile flattens during reconnection as predicted
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    Measurements of  Relaxation Mechanisms
 

    Current Profile
    
    Hall Dynamo (< j × b >)

✦ Measurement in the core shows large Hall 
  dynamo during reconnection events

✦ Hall dynamo localized to resonant surfaces  

    MHD Dynamo (< v × b >)

✦ Component of  the parallel dynamo measured in the edge flips sign across 
  the reversal surface

✦ vθ correlated with bn away from reconnection events indicate:
      

    - MHD dynamo active near resonant surfaces 
    - Finite contribution to the total MHD dynamo 
  
✦ Total MHD dynamo away from reconnection events on axis is measured 
  to be zero with an upper bound of  0.42 V/m

✦ Absence of  MHD & Hall dynamo on axis (away from reconnection events) 
  suggests another mechanism necessary to balance parallel current

     Flow Profile
 

   Maxwell Stress (< j × b >)

✦ Maxwell stress measured in the core reveals a strong magnetic torque 
  due to the dominant mode during reconnection events

✦ Magnetic torque is too large and in the opposite direction to account for 
  the rate of  momentum change  

  

  

✦ Measurements of  the Maxwell stress in both the edge and core indicate 
  a need for another term in the momentum equation to account 
  for the flow change 

   Reynolds Stress ( < ρ ( v ⋅∇) v > )

✦ Reynolds stress thought to be significant to balance Maxwell stress

✦ Currently can not infer the Reynolds stress contribution because all 
  three components of  fluctuating velocity are necessary

✦ Constructing a new probe for a complete measurement of  velocity in 
  the edge

✦ Adding new charge exchange spectroscopy views for a complete 
  measurement of  velocity in the core (currently have poloidal profile)

     Summary
 

❉ Relaxation occurs during impulsive reconnection events associated with 
  bursts of  tearing mode activity 

❉ Transport of  parallel current and momentum measured in the MST

❉ Current relaxation: 
  -Hall dynamo is localized to the resonant surfaces and large during 
   reconnection events
  -Component of  the MHD dynamo flips sign at the reversal surface and 
   total MHD dynamo is zero on axis away from reconnection events

❉ Flow relaxation:
  -Maxwell stress is large and in the opposite direction to balance the 
   rate of  momentum change
  -Reynolds stress could be large and balance Maxwell stress, developing 
   new diagnostics for a complete measurement 
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  Standard MST Plasma
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